1992 HOLOCAUST LECTURES

February 4 - May 19, 1992/Tuesdays 4-5:40 pm
Stevenson Hall 1002
Free Public Lectures - Open to All

SSU students: Enroll in 2-unit course which includes lectures:
Edu 490.2, Eng 400.1, Ger 380, Hist 570, Libs 300, Phil 380.2, Pol 300,
Psy 487.1, Soc 305.1 [See course advisors for 3 or 4 units.]
Community Participants: Credit available without admission to SSU. Call 707 664-2122 for information.

HOLOCAUST: LEARNED AND UNLEARNED LESSONS
February 4 / Introduction to the Lecture Series
Faculty Panel

February 11 / Evidence of the Holocaust
Film: “Night and Fog”
Panel of Survivors: Michael Thaler, Tauba Weiss, Lore Shelley

February 18 / Historical Context of the Holocaust
Professor Robert F. Brown, History, SSU

February 25 / Researching the Holocaust
Film: Liberation Documentary
Professor John Steiner, Sociology, SSU

March 3 / Hiding from the Enemy
Panel: Harri Angress and Professor Bernd Jager, Psychology, SSU
and general discussion

March 10 / Lessons of the Holocaust
Professor John King Roth, Philosophy, Claremont-Mckenna College
Named by the Carnegie Endowment, “1988 College Professor of the Year”

March 17 / Precursor of the Holocaust
Film: “We Are Sephardim”
Panel: Esther Weissmann, Professors Tony White and Steve Waitous, History, SSU

March 24 / Holocaust and Racial Hatred
Professor Bernd Jager, Psychology, SSU

March 31 / Moral Lessons of the Holocaust
M. Div. Douglas H. Huneke, Westminster Presbyterian Church, Tiburon

April 7 / Holocaust As Remembered in Europe Today
Panel: Professor John Steiner, Sociology, SSU, Professor Philip Beard, German, SSU,
Bernard Offen, and Paul Schwartzbard

April 21 / Learned and Unlearned Lessons of the Holocaust
General discussion

April 28 / Genocide in Mexico
Professor Tony White, History, SSU

May 5 / Genocide in North America
Professor Edward Castillo, Native-American Studies, SSU

May 12 / Comparative Genocides
Panel: Professors Robert Brown, History, John Steiner, Sociology, and Francisco Vasquez, Hutchins, SSU and general discussion

May 19 / Lessons of Genocide
General discussion and course conclusion
Spring Recess: April 13-17

Sponsored by the
Alliance for the Study of the Holocaust and
Sonoma State University Holocaust Studies Center

“Study destructive hate to prevent the escalation of prejudice into genocide.”